
No Wands Allowed! Use Your Broom... er... Brush!

Halloween it may be, but here, at ScrapBird's Magical Academy of Scrapbooking Arts, and
for the mighty purpose of Extracting, magical wands are not allowed.

I can hear you thinking: “But it's a black silhouette on a white background!”
Even so.

Any good extractor has to be able to provide at least three things:
– no jagged edges (jaggies)
– no stray pixels (stragglers)
– no missing pixels 

It's also very nice if the extraction comes out clean and crisp :)

So why not use the Magic Wand even in black and white pictures?
Because if nothing else, it will give you jagged edges. One of the no-nos.

But you don't need to even think that far.
You said “a black silhouette on a white background”.
How white, may I ask, is that background – really?
It looks white. It's saved as a JPG background and says “saved on a white background”.
Should be white.
Yes it should. But is it? Completely and seamlessly white?

The answer to that question is “very seldom”.

I have bought many pictures from stock pictures sites, and indeed they said “saved on a
white background”. They should have said “saved on a whitish background”. Because,
really, the only sure way to save something on a completely white background is to extract
it, add a new layer under it, floodfill it with white and flatten the image.

Anything else will have spots, impurities, nuances. And the Magic Wand will catch them,
and that will show on your selection, either by not selecting all it should, or by selecting
more than it should.

Here is the picture of a lovely Monarch Butterfly saved on a “white” background and
selected with the Magic Wand.
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Here is the same picture looked at a magnification of 289%, on a detailed spot:

This is from a picture I bought. It should have been perfect. They very rarely are.
Using your Magic Wand in extracting has a 99,9% change of giving you stragglers – stray
pixels. A big no-no.

Even if you manage a perfect selection with the Magic Wand (notice my lifted eyebrow?),
the moment you hit  that  DELETE button to get  rid of all  the white you're doing two
things:
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– you're editing your graphic destructively, that is, in a way that has no return. When
you delete, it's gone, and unless you undo all the steps you took until the moment
you deleted and then undo also the delete, it's irreversible. That is, assuming that
meanwhile disaster didn't  hit  and you didn't  inadvertently close the graphic,  or
redid some step... the possibilities are endless.

– You're giving it  ragged edges. There isn't much help for this, the Magic Wand is
almost certain to give you ragged edges.

Let me illustrate.

When you hit DELETE, you get a graphic on a transparent background. The only way to
properly check if the edges are smooth and continuous instead of ragged and abrupt, is to
add a stroke to the graphic. You go the Effects>Stroke and add a Stroke of a contrasting
colour of a value between 1 and 3. This will also help you to get rid of stragglers: you'll see
them quite clearly.

So, I selected my Butterfly with the Magic Wand and pressed DELETE. Then added a red
Stroke of 3.
This is the partial result, seen at a magnification of 476%

So, not only the Magic Wand didn't catch all the white around the black wing, but it left
me really really bumpy edges!

Let's see what I can do with this little bit if I clean it using my bro... er... my brush.
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Now, doesn't that look better?
And how do we do this?
Very easy, really.

Let's start with an easy graphic. Something relatively small and saved on white. :)

So, first of all, we open our graphic in Photoshop.
Remember to save often!

Then we make a layer from the Background: right click on the Layer Palette  on your
graphic layer and choose “Layer from Background”
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In  this  case,  the graphic  is  cropped quite  near  the edges,  but  that  still  leaves  a  lot  of
background on the top right area, so we can get rid of that area by choosing the lasso tool
and loosely selecting around the butterfly in that space. We can do the same for the other
two corners.

The key here is being very careful not to let the selection get very near the edges of our
graphic.

When we're happy with the selection, we hit DELETE. Since we have insured all we are
deleting is white space (and any blemish it may contain) this action is not destructive to
our graphic in any way.

Deselect.

Now the fun begins :)

Add a layer mask to your layer.
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Go to your Layers Palette.
At the bottom, right next to the “fx” that allow you to create Styles, you'll see a rectangle
with a hole in the middle. Click it.
That will create a Layer Mask on you Butterfly layer: a white rectangle next to the picture
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of the butterfly in the Layer's Palette.

From now on, this white square needs to be selected,  not the picture of  the butterfly,
because we're going to use our brush on it.

The thing to remember about Layer Masks is that, when we paint on them,
White reveals, Black conceals.
This means that anything you paint with white will remain visible.
Anything you paint with black will disappear from view – will become concealed.
However, unlike the DELETE button, it's still there, under the black paint. So if you need
or decide you want it back, all you have to do is paint white over that area and you've got
it again.
This is called Non-Destructive Editing.

So, having our Layer Mask selected, let's pick up our brushes and start painting!

Because a white background is so indistinct from transparent I find it useful to create a
layer under my graphic and fill it with a contrasting colour. In this case, I filled it with
bright red.

Choose a hard brush (Hardness 100%) and let's begin by trimming the extra white space
we have around the butterfly. A hard brush of 20 px did the job for me. Make sure your
foreground colour is BLACK – because you want to conceal the white you're brushing on
– and start brushing around your butterfly!
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This is what my butterfly looks like now

Many people do their extraction with a magnification of 100%. That doesn't work for me,
but if you find it works for you, go right ahead.
I use something between 300% to 400% and in some cases even 500%. But that's me, and it
depends on how big the graphic is, and how complex.

Now it's time to zoom in and clean up the edges. How much you zoom in is up to you, but
never less than 100%. 
Keep your brush hard (same hardness) but make it much smaller. Again, this is going to
depend on how much you zoom in. The more you zoom in, the smaller you'll want your
brush to be. I usually go between 5 px to 10 px, and use 3 px for really fine details, like tiny
corners and such.

So, pick a point you want to start from, zoom in until  you're comfortable (try various
distances, maybe?) and, making sure your layer mask is selected and your foreground
colour is black, start brushing!
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Cleaning away...

Keep cleaning away...

This is what my graphic looks like when I'm done.
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But we're  not done.
The brush did it's work, and didn't take more, nor less, than what we wanted from our
graphic. But a brush works a little like a broom. It always leaves “crumbs” behind.

Our edges are sure to be smooth, and we won't have any missing pixels because we didn't
delete anything. But working with a brush is sure to leave stray pixels – stragglers.

To get rid of them, first we need to delete that red layer underneath.
Now we're left with only our butterfly layer.

And we're going to add a Style to it. We're going to add a Stroke of 3 px.

Since the edge is mainly black, I'd choose a bright red for the Style.

And this is what mine looks like:
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As you can see, lots of cleaning to do, though it takes very little time, because we can see it
very well. Zoom in as needed to make you comfortable and, still using a hard brush, black
as foreground and layer mask selected, paint overall the red spots that are “extra”, that is,
that shouldn't be there. Remember that the Stroke is supposed to be there, only what goes
beyond the Stroke needs to be concealed.
So, as I zoom in, I see that I have my Stroke, and I have “extras” that need to disappear:
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It's only the outer blobs that I need to conceal, not the smooth continuous line: that is my
Stroke.

Keep doing that until all you have left is the butterfly and the continuous line around it –
the Stroke.

My graphic now looks like this.

Almost done.

Now is the time to zoom in at least a little (at the very least to 100%) and go very carefully
over all the edges of your graphic. If any section doesn't look good enough to you, if it
looks a little ragged, or choppy, or not smooth and flow-y enough, now is the time to
correct that.

If  you think that,  in a particular section, you took away too much from your graphic,
remember, it's not gone. All you have to do is switch to white on your foreground and
paint  that  section  with  that  colour.  You'll  see  that  part  of  the  butterfly  re-appearing,
because it was never really gone – it was only concealed.

Once you're happy with it, it's time to clear the Style: right-click on your butterfly on your
Layer Palette 

This is what mine looks like now
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Save the file as a PSD so you can edit it later if you wish. This is optional, of course.
Save your butterfly as a PNG.

You have successfully extracted a graphic.

Congratulations!
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